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twoUFers: Hey this is my first time on here... I actually have a desperate question. My son graduated last May 

with honors from the EE program. He has still not found a job. He has been to several of UF's job fairs. Is there 

any other help the university provides for their past students with the job search?

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): twoUFers - your student is actually still eligible to use the Career 

Resource Center a year after graduation. So he can connect with them to even get counseling and other 

services.

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): twoUFers here is the website - http://www.crc.ufl.edu/

twoUFers: Thank you. I had no idea engineering jobs would be so hard to find.

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): twoUFers - engineering jobs are about fit. Your student might just 

need to find that perfect job. The CRC might be able to help with new resume strategies or search functions. 

The big thing is that he is almost one year away which means this special alumni perk will soon fade so just 

remind him to connect sooner than later.

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): Thank you all for joining us tonight! My name is Arie Gee and I am one of 

the Assistant Directors in New Student and Family Programs. My focus is family programs and engagement!

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): Lynn O'Sickey, one of the advisors in the Academic Advising Center will 

be joining us around 5:30, so if you have academic questions, she will be happy to answer those when she 

joins the chat!

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Hello I am new to the chat. Thank you for putting it on a different day this time as I 

was not able to do Wednesdays. Our son is finishing up his freshman year. He has done well this year, but is 

rather tired. How can we as parents help with anxiety over finals?

musiclover: My student will be living off campus next year. She will be traveling home during weekends using 

GMG bus service, which provides service from the commuter lot. Is she allowed to park overnight at the 

commuter lot during those weekends?

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): @deversdonald, it is natural for students to experience stress during this 

time of year. One way they can help manage stress is by talking to GatorWell. They also have a great page on 

stress management and some resources to help students manage their stress during finals: 

http://gatorwell.ufsa.ufl.edu/health_topic/stress

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): musiclover - great question. Have your student double check the lot 

sign but usually parking on most parts of campus is lifted around 4:30 p.m. on Fridays and cars need to move 

by 7:00 a.m. on Monday. Hope that helps!

musiclover: Thank you, Mickey.

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): It is also important for students to know that you support them and that 

you expect them to work hard and do their best, but understand that college is different than high school and 

more challenging.So many students here were 4.0+ students in high school and a lot of times the stress comes 

from extremely high expectations that students put on themselves. Not gettingan A in every class is ok.

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): musiclover - my pleasure

Veenars: Hello. Thank you for doing this chat. My son is a freshman. He has had some challenges in the 

engineering courses. So I am just interested in learning more on how I can help him at this critical time. I find 

that whether it is an engineering group or an honors group, they have social events these weeks. I find that hard 

to accept since this time should be for studying. Perhaps they need the down time and I am mistaken. Can you 

thrown some light on this?



deversdonald@hotmail.com: Thank you Arie for the helpful advice. You are right. Our son puts high expectations 

on himself and doesn't think we will approve of him getting a "B" even though we do not feel this way.

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): @deversdonald, it might be helpful to remind him of that every now and 

then! Students can forget how supportive you are, especially when they want to make you proud!

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): Veenars - great question the end of the year is filled with celebrating 

how far you have come but also understanding that the end of the semester is critically important. I think that 

you are right that there needs to be some focus on balance at the end of the year. Learning is about small bites 

and application. Have your son commit to a few hours of studying before heading to an event or social. It can 

become a reward for him but on the learning side can become a time where he digests the information. After 

the event have him quiz himself to see if he retained the information. Engineering is not just brain dumping it 

is about application. Hope the helps.

musiclover: Could you explain the process to cancel a housing contract. I know the deadline is May1. If the 

cancellation request is submitted by the deadline, is it automatically accepted? Is there a specific form to request 

it? Could it be done online? Thanks.

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Hi Veenars, although I didn't want our son to join a fraternity for the same reasons 

you are pointing out, I am finding that he is much happier having a group of peers to make his world a lot smaller 

and he feels more connected now. But it takes a balance and young people aren't always good at time 

management. But so far, our son has managed to do well academically while doing the fraternity 

pledging.However, I'm thankful the pledging is finally over since finals are looming very soon.

GATORmom2520: Haven't had much luck getting our freshman to reach out and make friends. Such a nice guy, 

but not outgoing at all.Not interested in the partying life, or fraternities. Help?

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): While each path is different the balance is a tough lesson for students 

to learn as long as there is some self reflection from the student, it can be achieved.

Veenars: Mickey, thank you so much. That is very helpful. Like was mentioned earlier, my son too was a high 

achiever in high school and expects the same of himself now. So I find that he often is self-critical about his 

performance. I looked into the stress mgt. workshops offered but I guess they fill up early. Thank you for the 

Gatorwell info Arie.

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): Gatormom2520 - do you know if he has reached out to the 

Involvement Team yet?

GATORmom2520: No Mickey, he has not reached out to the Involvement Team.

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): Gatormom2520 - well it is a great team that helps students identify 

routes to involvement - whether small or large. The best part is that they do 1:1 consultations about what 

might be a new fit for them. They introduce him to different concepts and involvement opportunities. Might 

be a way to get socially connected as well.

Veenars: Thank you deversdonald. My son does have a good balance of friends. And he loves music and writing 

songs and sports and so on. So the problem is more of achieving focus and concentration and good study habits 

with all the distractions! He is aware of that and keeps trying. But the effort has to match the needs of the finals!

rmhorne: Have summer dorms been assigned yet? My daughter will be attending classes all summer, and will be 

moving from her current dorm (Hume West) to a new dorm for the summer semester. Is there anywhere she 

can "store" her things for the one week between move-out and move-in dates?



familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): @musiclover, I'm not sure if cancellation is guaranteed. There may be 

additional steps to ensure that the contract is cancelled. Housing will have to confirm one way or the other. I 

do know that there is a cancellation charge of $175 if the student will still be attending the University, but 

living off campus.

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): The contract details can be found here: http://www.housing.ufl.edu/wp-

content/uploads/2014/12/HousingContract2015-20161.pdf

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Hi Gatormom has he tried going to church? Our son attends Gatorlife and enjoys it 

very much. Also, not all kids turn to drinking who are in fraternities. Our son has met nice guys and although 

some of them do drink, not all do.

mt8505@att.com: GATORmom2520: I have two daughters at UF (Senior & Freshman) - neither got involved in 

Greek life.Neither are partiers either.They made UF "small" through CRU, which is a Christian-based student 

organization. The key is to finding an interest/passion aside of the academics. Whatever that may be, UF 

certainly has a club for it, I am sure!

CherylM: My student is registering for Summer A & B, and has handled the housing contract. The missing piece is 

that no summer meal plan info is available. I called to inquire, and the woman was very kind, but advised that "it 

was still being approved" and thought that "Summer A would be restrictive in offerings based on past history". 

My daughter is vegan and has loved the range of vegan food choices at Broward dining hall. Any idea when the 

summer meal plan info may be available, or comments on Summer A (or even Summer B) dining options being 

"less available"?

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): @rmhorne, Summer A and B room selection will take place April 13 and 

14

GATORmom2520: Donald, what fraternity is your son in? mt8505, thanks - yes my other son's roommate is very 

active in CRU, so I am familiar with it. Good ideas.

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Gatormom2520: Our son is in Phi Kappa Tau. They seem like a very nice group and 

they pray before meals. Also they do a lot of charity events and get involved on campus.

deversdonald@hotmail.com: They also play intramural sports. I have noticed a great lift in spirit since our son 

joined. He is keeping his grades up and I told him if he didn't that would be the end of his fraternity days. So far 

so good.

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): CherylM - Summer options are mostly time restricted as opposed to 

totally closed. The Gator Dining team is correct that not all the halls will be open in Summer A. Summer B 

almost of the options do become available. Unfortunately we don't have any more information than you right 

now about Summer A. The other option would be to make her own food in the community kitchens in the 

residence hall (at least for Summer A) and perhaps sign up for a meal plan for summer B. You don't have to 

sign up for a meal plan until she gets back and then make a decision.

GATORmom2520: Donald, that fraternity sounds better than some. As for my son, though, he has missed the 

opportunity until next year, is that right?

GATORmom2520: I didn't mean better than some, I meant it sounds good ;-)

mt8505@att.com: My daughters also play intramural sports - beach volleyball, co-ed soccer. My youngest has 

also discovered "trashcan" which is some crazy version of soccer. She has met new friends, there, as well. Your 

kidsare sure to meet people running "stadiums" at The Swamp. :-)

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Hi Gatormom2520: Yes the next pledge class is in the fall, but there will be rush in a 

week or so and that is the time they get to know about the fraternity for the fall. It would be good for your son 

to go by the Phi Kappa Tau house and meet some of the brothers.

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): Students can also look for clubs within their major or intended field of 

study. This allows them to meet students who have similar career goals and interests.



GATORmom2520: mt8505: If he doesn't know a team to join for intramurals, how does it work (how can he 

join)? Because all of those activities he would enjoy - soccer or co-ed soccer,beach volleyball, trashcan, maybe 

even running stadiums. And Donald, glad to hear that there is rush in a week. How can we find out more details?

CherylM: UF_NSFP Mickey: thank you, it's good to know that sign up isn't required beforehand. Are some halls' 

community kitchens better equipped than others?

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Gatormom2520: My son's name is Malcolm Devers and he is very friendly. His 

nickname at the fraternity is "Biggles". I'm sure he will give your son a warm welcome and all of the information 

he needs to determine if he wants to join. I hope that helps.

rmhorne: Thank you for the dates for summer dorm room selection. Do you know if there is any storage 

available for students who will just be out of a dorm for one week (between Spring and Summer A?) We just 

were hoping to avoid moving everything out and home one weekend and then moving it all back again the 

following. Thank

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): @GATORmom, he can always sign up as a "free agent" for rec sports. 

Teams will pull from the free agent list to either add to their team or fill a roster. That is also a good place to 

find people also interested in the same sports!

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Gatormom2520: If you contact me at deversdonald@hotmail.com, I will try to get 

the exact date from Malcolm as to when rush starts.

mt8505@att.com: For any parents dealing with their perfectionist, straight-A HS student who is now getting a 

real challenge in their Calc, Chem & Bio classes, they are not alone. These classes are not for the faint at heart 

and will test their persistence & determination more so than their knowledge. Support them to stay the course!

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): CherylM - All of the halls have great community kitchens. Some of the 

areas are also apartment style so your daughter could have a kitchen in her own space.

Veenars: That is good to know, Arie. I will ask my son if he is aware, as he has been trying to get teams together 

to play informally basketball, volleyball and such.

eprasado: My daughter is in IA Program and isa freshman. I notice on the UF calendar events like "Lunch with DR 

Citty" discussing a topic. How beneficial are they?

Veenars: I also want to mention for whatever it is worth that I think the honors team is wonderful. The camps 

and events they have put together have created a great bond and support system for the students. Now they 

have the confidence to move on to other dorms and groups.

gatormomx2: My daughters attended an open house for intramural or club sports at the beginning of fall at the 

Southwest Rec center. Just thought I would share.

Yourell8228: Thank you for the heads up on the calf, chem & bio classes my daughter spends all her free time in 

the library and she called crying Friday from her test grade. She was straight a student and all at classes and 

college courses and she is so upset

Veenars: Thank you gatormomx2.

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): rmhorne, I'm not sure if there are options this year for that, but Housing 

will have a definite answer for you. If they do not have anything official set up this year, there are some local 

companies that will host storage.

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): Eprasado - I think any event that allows students to connect with 

faculty or staff is always one to take advantage of. It allows the student to have a voice at the table. She can 

directly get questions answered or voice any concerns. It is also a grea tnetwroking opportunity with the 

program and other students in the IA program.

Yourell8228: Question on moving out we have to bring a 5x8 trailer to bring our daughters items and scooter 

home will we be able to park the car and trailer overnight on campus?



deversdonald@hotmail.com: Our son is moving off campus next year into an apartment. Is there anywhere to 

store his bike at the end of the semester until he starts back in August or do the bikes all have to be removed at 

the end of the spring semester?

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): Yourell8228 - more than likely that is going to be a no. The trailer is 

what might be a concern. Usually parking for some areas on campus lifts at 4:30 p.m. and will become 

restricted at 7:00 a.m. the next morning. What I would do is contact parking directly to inquire. Sometimes 

you are able to get special permission. More information: www.parking.ufl.edu.

Veenars: I have a similar question on storage. My son's 1st roommate went to Spain for the 2nd semester and 

left his frig and printer in the room. Is there storage on campus we can leave these for him to pick up in the 

summer?

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Our son is currently a political Science major who intends to go into law. How can 

he line up an internship with someone in the law area for next summer?

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): @Donald, students do have to remove all bikes from the racks as they do 

a sweep during the summer to make sure the racks are clear for next year's students on campus.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): Hey folks, I'm just joining the chat. My name is Lynn O'Sickey 

and I'm an academic advisor in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Academic Advising Center. I'm happy to 

answer academic questions.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): @deversdonald, your son can work with the Career Resource 

Center in the Reitz Union. http://www.crc.ufl.edu/students/studentJobGlance.html

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): @deversdonald, the Political Science department offers 

internship credit as well, though many of those internships are in politics rather than law.

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Thank you Lynn for that resource.

gatormomx2: This is regarding academics and full time credits. My daughters have been advised to take one or 

two courses through another institution over the next year. Do they still have to take a minimum of 12 credits 

per fall/spring semester at UF and then the other class on top of it, or does full time mean the total credits at 

one time? I apologize, I'm struggling with how to word the question.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): @gatormomx2

GATORmom2520: Is there a calendar online that tells datesof things like the open house for intramurals, and any 

other intramural info?

Yourell8228: Lynn my question would be how do you go to chemistry class and after a test the professor states 

that the majority of the grades are 64 or lower if you are teaching a class and giving a test how can most of the 

class fail

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): ...So have your daughter been advised to enroll at UF AND 

another institution at the same time? Who/what program gave them that advice?

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Thank you. He loves politics as well. So I will notify him to start speaking with those 

people at the Political Science Department.

musiclover: Is there any housing available for a student working ( as a college ambassador) during three sessions 

of Preview? She will be doing consecutive sessions for a total of a week and we would like to know if there is a 

less expensive alternative than a hotel. Thank you.

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): GATORmom2520 - http://recsports.ufl.edu/intramural-sportshas all 

of the information about orientation and registration process for Intramurals.

twoUFers: My daughter will be transferring to UF in the fall. She is pursuing Pre-med. Her housing contract is for 

the whole school year.Is itpossible for her to findsummer internships with the campus labs this early in her 

schooling?



Veenars: Hello Lynn. My son is an engineering freshman, also part of FLEG. Is it appropriate for a parent to give 

tough love at this age and time of the year or would it add undue stress to the student? What I mean is, we want 

them to do their best, at the same time don't want them to burn out. It's a delicate and hard balance sometimes.

gatormomx2: Lynn, thank you for the question. They have not been advised to enroll in an entire other program, 

just one or two courses elsewhere. From what I can tell, for their possible engineering major (as they are 

undeclared) they would only be able to possibly take a couple of courses at a state college anyway. One course 

was ACG 2021 Intro to Accounting-4 credits.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): @Yourell8228, I can't speak to the grades in a specific class, 

I'm not the professor and, of course, I don't know exactly what the professor said or what the grade 

distribution was. If you have concerns, I would suggest talking to the Chem department. You can find their 

contact info at: http://www.chem.ufl.edu/

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): musiclover - that is a great opportunity. The university does not have 

an option besides our hotel. However, another option might be to ask any friends that are living off campus to 

possibly stay with them for a week. Perhaps chip in for some rent money for those few days.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): @twoUFers...She can try to find research work in a lab, but 

that can be difficult if you haven't developed any connections on campus.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): @twoUFers, are you talking about before she starts at UF or 

the summer after?

musiclover: Thank you, Mickey

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): Veenars, I'm not sure what 'FLEG' is. Obviously something in 

Engineering :-) I'm not sure how you would define tough love, so that's a bit difficult to answer. I do believe 

that students in college need to be responsible for themselves and that a parent should not be afraid to let 

their child have to manage things for themselves. The onus should be on the student to look for assistance if 

they are having problems.

twoUFers: Oh sorry. I am referring to the summer after, because she will still be locked into a year long lease. 

She'll need work in Gainesville.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): gatormomx2, Engineering students don't need to take 

Accounting...so I am baffled as to why this advice is being given. If you have more details feel free to share 

them. Otherwise, I'd suggest asking your students to identify who gave them this advice and then contacting 

that person. Advisors are very busy right now since it is advance registration for summer and fall and the drop 

deadline is Friday, but since this is for next year, you have some time to get the information.

eprasado: Being an IA student, my daughter will be continue to register in summer classes, , a mandatory 

semester. Her finals are approaching and we assume that she is doing good but no clue about her grades so far. 

She is also in the process of registering summer classes.

Veenars: Thank you Lynn. FLEG is Freshmans Leadership Engineering Group (or close). It is a good group that 

helps freshman learn about the benefits of engineering among other things. I realized that was a tough question 

but you have been helpful. I am a relatively recent widow and trying to do the right thing by my son between 

encouraging independence but also not wanting him to feel alone, since his father is no more. Hence the 

question. Thank you.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): twoUFers, yes, it is quite possible to do research at UF in the 

summer and get academic credit for it. Getting paid for it can be a bit harder, students often need experience 

first. I'd suggest your student look at the Science for Life seminar, a one credit course in Fall that introduces 

students life science research at UF. https://sfl.aa.ufl.edu/seminar/



familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): Veenars, my condolences on your loss. I am sure that has 

been very difficult for your whole family. Still, you know your child pretty well and your probably know when 

he needs a bit of a kick in the pants. :-) I'd just be sure to make sure he is doing OK overall (emotionally) before 

giving it to him.

twoUFers: Thanks, since this is my second UF student, I am trying to be more proactive and less laid back. These 

kids need education & A JOB! I will point her in that direction. I appreciate the link and advice Lynn!!!

mt8505@att.com: @Yourell8228: Your daughter's CHM story is all too common. Just reassure her that she is not 

alone! Encourage her to go to the professor during office hours to discuss how she can better prepare for 

upcoming finals. I know UF does not endorse StudyEdge, but has your daughter considered using StudyEdge for 

additional tutoring/help? It has definitely helped my daughter who has been performing just a tinge above the 

class average but still maintaining ~ 75/76 on the CHM tests and that is with ALOT of studying. I praise her for 

her work ethic and encourage her o stay the course. It truly is a test of will and how to overcome 

obstacles/failure.

Veenars: Thank you very much, Lynn.

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): Veenars, I'm sorry to hear about the loss of his father. I appreciate that 

you are trying to do the right thing for your son. Sometimes a big transition, like going to college, can be even 

more challenging for students who have experienced a great loss. If you feel as though he would benefit from 

talking with someone, the Care Team is a great resource for students. http://www.umatter.ufl.edu/

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): twoUFers, you're welcome...actually it's sad that many of 

these students have had to do so much in HS they have never worked a job. It's such an important experience 

for figuring out what they want to do with their lives.

gatormomx2: Lynn, thank you. I will let my daughters know. I am looking at the recommended semester plan 

from the UF website for Industrial and Systems Engineering and it lists Financial Accounting in the semester plan. 

I think were told by an advisor to take ACG 2021 to fulfill this requirement. If a course is listed in the semester 

plan does that mean that it is a required course for the major, or just a suggested course? (I'm not sure if the 

advisor was in the engineering dept., but I'll get more info from them.) I was really trying to find out about how 

full time credits are determined. We have heard of a lot of students taking classes at community colleges online 

during fall and spring while taking classes at UF on campus. Thank you for your insight.

Veenars: Thank you so much Arie. I will bring that up with him. In high school he actually volunteered to help 

others with similar losses, and hopes to one day perhaps do the same at UF.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): @Yourell8228, mt8505 has a good point. We do find that 

students are often unprepared for what is expected of them in science courses at UF. I don't endorse any one 

option, but certain many students use Study Edge. I also encourage students to use the free tutoring, review 

sessions and video practice exams offerd by UF's Teaching Center.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): https://teachingcenter.ufl.edu/

RobinS: My daughter took Chemistry and did Study Edge and attended the review sessions. Both were helpful. 

Also, studying with a classmate was also helpful.

mt8505@att.com: gatormomx2: I am an ISE Gator alum and indeed your child as an engineering student is 

required to take accounting.

twoUFers: My son graduated last year in Engineering. He says he wasn't required to take an accounting class. Is 

this new?



familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): gatormomx2 - OK, I'm not an Engineering advisor so I was not 

familiar with that required. I do see it in the recommended semester plan, but it is not a tracking course. 

However, the ISE advisor would be a much better resource than I am. Sorry my reply has taken so long - I was 

trying to find the contact info for the ISE advisor, but couldn't find it so I'd start with the EG college advising 

office. https://www.eng.ufl.edu/students/advising/family-guide-to-academic-advising/

mt8505@att.com: twoUFers: Accounting is a requirement for Industrial & Systems Engineering majors

twoUFers: OH! Good to know! Thank you.

Veenars: Good to know! Thank you.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): gatormomx2 - found the advisor list: 

https://www.eng.ufl.edu/students/advising/who-is-my-advisor/

gatormomx2: mt8505, Thank you for the feedback. Lynn, I apologize, I am learning that ISE is a bit different than 

most of the other engineering majors. Seems like a cross between engineering and business. Thank you for the 

resource. I think the next step is to meet with an engineering advisor.

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): Financial Accounting is on the Recommended Semester Plan for ISE, but 

it is not a tracking requirement. https://catalog.ufl.edu/ugrad/current/engineering/majors/industrial-and-

systems-engineering.aspx

eprasado: Would you please expand on study Edge? Is it offered outside UF?

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): eprasado, Study Edge is a for-profit tutoring company in 

Gainesville.

eprasado: Thanks Lynn

gatormomx2: Esprasado, you can google it. Yep, it's definitely for profit! Different price structures. :-)

mt8505@att.com: I encourage any female student out there with an undeclared major who is strong in math & 

science to strongly consider engineering. The % of females in STEM (Science,Technology, Engineering, 

Mathematics) careers has been on the decline so these young ladies can write their ticket! Women engineers are 

in demand. :-)

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): mt8505, Very true! Outside of Engineering, Math, Physics and 

Chemistry majors also do very well and women tend to be the minority and are in demand.

gatormomx2: mt8505...Thank you. Very encouraging. My daughters are seriously considering it. They are 

finishing freshman year and structuring their courses towards it. Also, looking at the Sales Engineering Minor.

mt8505@att.com: eprasado/gatormomx2: StudyEdge has been very helpful for my daughter. She is on the 

lowest plan. She also attends UF's free tutoring sessions as well.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): The Teaching Center is free, though I know how crowded it 

can get...I also recommend student work with a study buddy or study group. Student can learn alot from each 

other AND from explaining/talking things out with one another. Great for conceptual thinking and synthesis 

which is part of the challenge of college math and science courses.

gatormomx2: Lynn, Ok I have a specific question now, regarding a required course for a minor. Do required 

courses for a minor have to be taken at UF, or can they be taken at a state college? Just trying to figure out 

options for summer, either this summer or next. They could not get one of the courses that they wanted to take 

this summer thru UF online, so searching for a back up. Thank you.

Veenars: deversdonald, I am sorry, I just noticed that you had addressed one of my concerns. Thank you!



deversdonald@hotmail.com: You are welcome Veenars

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): gatormomx2, it depends on the minor. Most have a residence 

requirement that a certain number of courses be taken at UF or that specific, critical courses be taken at UF. 

What course are your students having problems getting into?

gatormomx2: Lynn, ENC 3246 professional comm for engineers, in the summer. thank you.

gatormomx2: That was not for the minor, just a course they were trying to take. Sorry.

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Lynn: What is a good critical tracking course for a Political Science Major if he has 

already taken Comparative Politics and International Relations?

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): gatormomx2, yes, as a writing class it would be pretty 

intensive online. I'd recommend trying to take it in Fall or Spring.

gatormomx2: Lynn, thank you. I think that is the plan now. I appreciate the feed back.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): deversdonald, students need a third critical tracking Poli Sci 

course, either Political Theory or American Federal Government. (POT2002 or POS2041). Your student can just 

choose which interests him the most or fits his schedule if he doesn't care.

Ej'smom2014: good evening everyone! I am here to say thank you to all for this program. i learned from thes 

questions and answers. so far my son is using tutoring he said it is a great help. chemistry ..... a lot of study.

deversdonald@hotmail.com: He has already been exempted from American Federal Government through a duel 

enrollment, so I guess he's done with that requirement?

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): Folks, I have to sign off in a few minutes so let me please just 

let you all know that Friday 4/10 is the deadline to drop a course for Spring. If your student is making less than 

a C, I'd recommend talking to an advisor about whether dropping makes sense. If your student is not sure, 

then now's the time to meet with his/her professor and find out how he/she is doing.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): deversdonald, then he's met that part of tracking. He should 

probably take a 3000-level Poli Sci course in Fall (there are many) and see how he likes the upper leve courses 

in the major.

Veenars: Thank you for all your help, Lynn!

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Ok Lynn thank you! I will advise him to do that! You have been a great help!

gatormomx2: Lynn, OK, going back to ACG 2021, at UF it is a 4 credit class, but at Valencia College/Orlando it is a 

3 credit class, same course code. (1) Would UF give full credit for the class if taken at Valencia? (2) If so, would it 

be accepted to fulfill the required course in the Sales Engineering Minor?

gatormomx2: Lynn and all advisors, thank you for all of your info tonight. Really appreciate it.

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): gatormomx2, since that is a major requirement, I think you 

had better check with the Engineering folks. My guess is that it is fine, but I'd go to the experts on this one 

(e.g., not me :-)

familychatmoderator(Lynn - Academic Advisor): Goodnight all! Sorry I have to sign off early. Thanks for all you 

do to support your students.

Veenars: Thank you all advisors for taking the time to chat with us!

twoUFers: Yes, thank you this chat has been very informative!

Ej'smom2014: thank you Lynnand others. until next time.

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): Thank you Lynn! Mickey and I will be here for about 20 more minutes if 

you have additional questions, outside of advising!

gatormomx2: mt8505 - is you daughter an engineering major?

jetterfamily: Can you please explain the end of year move out process?



familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): Hi Jetterfamily, the full process is here: 

http://www.housing.ufl.edu/undergrad/resources/move-out/. This explains for all of the different types of 

move-out. The big thing is that students need to make an appointment with their RA for move-out. Failure to 

do this will result in a charge for improper move-out

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Gatommo2520: I am speaking to my son now and i was wrong about the time of 

rush. It is in the fall. Have your son check it out this fall. Nice chatting with you. All the best to your son. Don

arobinson3637@gmail.com: Wish Lynn could have stayed but comment directed to Mickey whom I think I met 

at Preview. As I've talked to other students, including mine, my take is that they do not understand the tracking 

concept. My son had to change his major because he got off track although he has an almost 3.5 GPA. Maybe 

that could be made more clear and emphasized at the next Preview. Thanks

deversdonald@hotmail.com: Thank you to all the advisers and parents on this chat. I really found it informative.

mt8505@att.com: gatormomX2: Unfortunately my coersion skills failed with both of my girls. My oldest started 

as a CHM major but switched to psychology with a minor in Disabilities in Society. She is also fluent in ASL so her 

graduate studies will be with kids with disabilities (focusing on the deaf). My parents are both deaf. My youngest 

is pre-med and there is no changing her mind. She has a passion for the health field. I notice you are not far from 

me geographically (Seminole County?) :-) Have a great evening Gator parents! Best of luck to your young 

scholars as they conquer their finals!!

familychatmoderator(UF_NSFP Mickey): Arobinson3637 - we do discuss the tracking concept at length with 

the students. I think the bigger concern is the retention of the material. It can be very overwhelming at 

Preview with so many new ideas and thoughts coming at the student. Our advisors and staffers do their best 

to emphasize the tracking requirements. We can definitely pass along this though that some students might 

need more time digesting the information to truly understand it.

GATORmom2520: Yes, thanks everyone. Very helpful. One thing - and maybe someone has fixed this already - 

when I have looked at previous chats, the comments are truncated to some number of characters. It would be 

better to have the full text - not necessarily in the fancy format. Can whoever is saving the log "select all" from 

the chat window and drop it into a word document, then create the .pdf, so as not to truncate?

DOdom3: how do I help my son find all courses available during Summer a/c

DOdom3: sorry I'm so late, I just got in

GATORmom2520: And a special thanks toDon, and mt8505, and Veneers!

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): Welcome DOdom3! The Schedule of Courses can be found here: 

http://www.registrar.ufl.edu/soc/201506/all/

DOdom3: thanks so much.

DOdom3: I've gone to that site, Are all given over the summer and how do I know what days and times?

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): @GATORmom, I believe this issue has been fixed as of late, but I will 

make sure nothing gets cut off of this one!

eprasado: Thank you all for your help and advice! See you next time

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): Thanks for joining us, eprasado!

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): DOdom, when you click on the Dropdown at the top and select a 

department, the courses will be sorted by term.

DOdom3: I see it now, thanks so much......

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): My pleasure!

DOdom3: can electives be from anything and not just your major??



Veenars: I don't know for a fact, but my son has opted for cultural anthropology as an elective among 

engineering courses in the fall.

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): DOdom, electives can typically be from any department, but some 

majors do require students to pick from certain majors. This will be an individual academic advising question 

that your student can ask his or her advisor.

Veenars: The student's advisor is the person to check with.

Veenars: Sorry Arie, I was typing over your advice.

DOdom3: Ok, good, I'll send him to the an advising. Thanks for all the help. IT's great to be a Florida Gator MOM!

Veenars: Thank you all parents!

gatormomx2: Does a student get assigned to a specific advisor in their college/major once they declare a major?

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): @Gatoormomx2, it will depend on the college as to whether or not your 

student receives a specific advisor, or an advising team. The list is found here: 

http://www.ufadvising.ufl.edu/advisers.aspx

gatormomx2: Arie, Thank you. Have a great evening. Thank you all advisors and parents. Always learning.

familychatadministrator(NSFP_Arie): Thank you all for joining us tonight! We will have the transcripts (in full) 

posted by next week! If you need anything before our next chat, feel free to contact us in New Student and 

Family Programs (newstudentinfo@dso.ufl.edu)

Veenars: My last question Arie: Is there a downside to dropping a course if you think you are not going to do 

well?


